Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of NDVI time series modeling and application of simulated data in task of crop identification by satellite images. The simulation is performed for six types (classes) of crops in each agricultural zone, situated in the territory of the Samara region. Simulation parameters for each class are calculated from the coefficients of approximation which are obtained by approximating the time series of real agricultural fields by the function of a certain kind. The generated sets of simulated time series are used for crop recognition on real fields, located on the territory of the Samara region.
Introduction
Nowadays crop identification using satellite images is an important task of remote sensing data application in agriculture [1] . A variety of methods for solving this task is big [2, 3] . Let us consider the methods which use time series of vegetation indexes constructed by a set of satellite images [4] . Such methods most often use images of low spatial resolution but high temporal resolution (shooting at least once a day). This allows applying them for operational monitoring of a large area. Such methods are used in regional geoinformation systems of agroindustrial complex (hereinafter -GIS AIC) [5] for the control of agricultural land. The quality of any recognition method depends on the probabilities of correct classification [6] . Obviously, specified quality criteria for the method of crop identification using time series will directly depend on the following factors: the date of classification (the longer the time series, the probability is higher), training sample size and the absence of errors in training sample.
It is a typical situation for regional GIS AIC when farmers declare information about crops sowed on the fields and some of declared data contain significant errors and false reporting; sometimes information may come too late -close to the end or after the end of the growing season. Therefore, such declared data cannot be used as a sample for evaluating the quality of classification, but only for general estimation of distribution in feature space. In this paper we propose a method for time series modeling and investigate the possibility of using simulated time series as a training sample for crop identification. Boundaries of real fields and information about crops seeded on them for the years 2011-2015 are used in current work. All real fields are located in three agricultural zones (hereinafter -the zone) of Samara region: the northern, central and southern. Time series modeling and generating, crop recognition procedures are carried out for each agricultural zone which are homogeneous by climatic conditions. In this paper we consider a partition of crops for the following classes: winter crops, early spring crops, late spring crops, fallows, perennial grasses, unused lands. The most popular vegetation index NDVI [7] is used for time series calculation.
Time series modeling
Represent time series as a mixture of useful (ideal) signal and additive noise having gaps in the daily observations due to cloud cover. In order to use the time series as a training set, we simulate only the useful signal, as noise and omissions lead to a deterioration of the classification quality. The question of choosing the shape of useful signal is raised. Commonly used methods of time series reconstruction offer to approximate the time series by the functions like this: asymmetric Gaussian [8, 9] , the double logistic [10] . These functions and polynomials of different shape were compared by approximation quality, flexibility and sustainability. A detailed description of the comparison results is beyond the scope of this paper. In the end, the following function is encouraged to use for modeling a useful component of a time series (let's call it the ideal curve):
where   x P n -linear combination of Legendre polynomials up to the n degree, athe earliest date when at least one object of the class in this zone has observation, bthe latest date when at least one object of the class in this zone still has observation. The coefficients e k, are obtained from the conditions: 
Calculation of modeling parameters
Time series corresponded to the real fields and calculated by the data from Terra/MODIS satellite processed up to the level MOD09GQ will be used to calculate the modeling parameters. Total number of real time series is 20940. There is a correspondence "time series" -"class of crops". The following table shows the total number of real time series for each class. 4026 Time series profiles vary considerably depending on the year, zone and class of crop, so a procedure of modeling parameters estimation is performed separately for each class of crop in a selected zone in a given year. For fixed triple "class of crop -zoneyear" calculation of modeling parameters consists of the following steps: 1. Time series approximation by function of the form (1) according to the method of least squares. The result is a number of implementations of a coefficient vector p having multivariate normal distribution. Number of implementations is equal to the number of real time series for fixed triple "class of crop -zone -year". 2. Calculation of the vector of mathematical expectations M and the covariance matrix B , that characterize the law of vector p distribution. 90 different sets of parameters to simulate ideal curves defined by the formula (1) were calculated for the years 2011-2015 for Samara Region. It should be noted that the residuals of approximation obtained in the first stage, are the values of noise subtracted from the useful ideal signal. Uncorrelated noise is obtained by time series approximation of the function (1) for each triple "class of cropzone-year". Such conclusion can be drawn by analyzing the value of auto correlation function (hereinafter -ACF), built by a sequence of residuals for selected triple "class of crop -zone -year". All ACF values except corresponding to a zero lag do not exceed the 0.5 value, so it is possible to speak of uncorrelated ACF values. This by generated coefficient vector p and a set of parameters e k, that are common to the triple "class of crop-zone-year". According to the specified algorithm ideal curves for six types of crops were generated for the three zones of the Samara region for years 2011-2015. For each triple "class of crop-zone-year" 4000 curves were generated.
Crop recognition algorithm
To detect crop types by using time series a method based on the algorithm for calculating estimates (abbreviated -ACE) is used [12] . for the reference object  and the recognizable object a is calculated so:
, where T is threshold of proximity. 
Experiments
Results of experiments are given below. The experiments were carried out to analyze the practicability of using the simulated time series instead of time series built for real fields as training sample in the recognition methods. First three experiments used simulated time series as a reference sample in the algorithm for calculating estimates and were carried out to identify the crops on real fields located in the Samara region in 2014 in the northern, central and southern zones, respectively. In the fourth experiment time series built for real fields were used as a training sample, and crop identification was carried out without separating the fields by zones. This is due to a small amount of real data, which is not enough in the case of the classification by zones to build both training sample, and a set of fields for identification. The probability matrixes of classification from class to class for each experiment are given below in Tables 2-5 , respectively. The classification method for all experiments is ACE. 1. The northern zone. Total number of recognized objects is 1341. The overall probability of correct classification amounts to 0.58. 3. The southern zone. Total number of recognized objects is 2766. The overall probability of correct classification amounts to 0.70. 4. Classification of real data on real data. Evaluation of the classification quality was carried out by cross-validation. Sample of all real time series of year 2014 was divided five times into training sample (reference objects) and control sample (recognizable objects) in a ratio of 2:1. Total number of objects in sample is 6432, the number of reference objects is 4288, and the number of recognizable objects is 2144. Average value of the overall probability of correct classification amounts to 0.69. Thus, the results of the above experiments lead to the conclusion that it is possible to use the simulated time series as a learning sample in the methods of crops identification.
Conclusion
The idea of using the simulated time series as a training sample in the method of crop type identification was demonstrated in this paper. This idea has the following advantages: 1. Generating of training sample of any size by calculated modeling parameters. 2. Ability to use a set of simulated time series as a basis to assess the classification quality of any classification algorithm. 3. Ability to improve the classification quality by choosing different approximation functions. 4. The possibility of crop identification at the beginning of the season, when the training sample size is not sufficient for classification, but there is a set of fields with reli-able information about the seeded crops (let's call them the support fields). This option will appear if there is a set of time series for a number of past years. In other words, if there is an accumulated historical statistics of the crops development on the real fields. Modeling parameters are calculated by this historical time series, and set of modeling time series will be generated by obtained modeling parameters. These modeling time series, built according to past years, will be called templates of crop development over the past years. Thus at the beginning of the season the closest template to development of crops in support fields will be selected from a set of historical patterns. Further, modeling time series of selected historical template can be used as a training sample in the method of crop identification in the current year.
